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Group Four 
 

Part One: Dictation 

Harry woke early next morning, / wrapped in a sleeping bag / on the drawing-room 

floor. // A chink of sky was visible / between the heavy curtains: / it was the cool, 

clear blue / of watered ink, / somewhere between night and dawn, / and everything 

was quiet / except for his friends’ / slow deep breathing. // Harry glanced over / at 

the dark shapes they made / on the floor beside him. // Ron had had a fit of gallantry 

/ and insisted that / Hermione sleep on the cushions / from the sofa, / so that her 

silhouette / was raised above his. // Her arm curved to the floor, / her fingers inches 

from Ron’s. // Harry wondered / whether they had fallen asleep / holding hands. // 

The idea made him feel / strangely lonely. // 

He looked up / at the shadowy ceiling, / the cob-webbed chandelier. // Less than 

twenty-four hours ago / he had been standing in the sunlight / at the entrance to the 

reception tent, / waiting to show the wedding guests in. // It seemed a lifetime away. 

//  What was going to happen now? //  

Harry could not stand / lying there / with nothing / but bitter thoughts for company. 

// Desperate for something to do, / for distraction, / he slipped out of his sleeping 

bag, / picked up his wand / and crept out of the room. // He started to climb the stairs 

/ by wandlight / and continued / until he reached the topmost landing, / where there 

were only two doors. // The one facing him / bore a nameplate / reading Sirius. // 

Harry had never entered / his godfather’s bedroom before. // He pushed open the 

door, / holding his wand high / to cast light / as widely as possible. // 

The room was spacious / and must, once, / have been handsome. // The teenage 

Sirius / had plastered the wall / with so many posters and pictures / that little of the 

walls’ silvery-grey silk / was visible. // With a leap of pleasure, / Harry recognised 

his father: / his untidy, black hair / stuck up at the back / like Harry’s / and he, too, / 

wore glasses. //  

Adapted from Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows by J. K. Rowling  

 

 

Преди първия прочит на диктовката на дъската се изписват собствените имена от 

текста: Harry, Ron, Hermione [h↔:∪mai↔ni] и Sirius  
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